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About the
PYTA  

Conference  
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Every year since 2010, the Pride Youth Theater Alliance invites directors, educators, artists
and activists to come together for a long weekend of workshops, sessions, and events
focusing on best practices in queer youth theater. 

The Queer Youth Theater Conference is not a typical conference where a select group of
experts in the field deliver seminars to an audience; this is an event in which everyone is a
leader and will contribute to the collective experience, both in planning and content. The
conference is designed to allow for peer to peer learning and requires a high level of
participation from everyone attending. All participants come ready to share the story of their
organization, their work, and their expertise. 

PYTA Values
YOUTH VOICE: Youth voices are necessary for Queer Youth Theater leadership. We

collaborate with youth to create opportunities for them to become advocates for themselves
and leaders in their community. 

 
LIBERATION: Dismantling oppression based on race, gender, age, and sexual orientation to

achieve justice for intersectional queer identities. 
 

QUEER: Reclaimed from its discriminatory roots, we use this radical self-identification to
honor complexity and intersectionality within and beyond an LGBTQQIA+ spectrum. 

 
ARTISTIC EXPRESSION: We value artistic expression as a vehicle for youth to understand

the complexities of personal identity, build community, and inspire meaningful systemic
change. 

 
COMMUNITY: The impact of our work is strengthened by sharing our skills, knowledge, and

experience through creative partnerships in the network.

Tag  #PYTA onSocial  Media!



About the Host:  
The Theater  

Offensive
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The Theater Offensive’s Mission is to present the diversity of lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, and queer lives in art so bold it breaks through personal isolation, challenges
the status quo, and builds thriving communities. 

TTO's work provokes vibrant discussion about the realities of being lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender and queer (LGBTQ or Queer). Through neighborhood social gatherings,
workshops, performances and open discussions, the Theater Offensive transcends
traditional theater boundaries and opens new avenues of understanding, awareness and
inclusion. 

True Colors: Out Youth Theater is a program of The Theater Offensive and the country’s
largest and longest-running lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ) youth
theater program. True Colors uses a proven community-based theater approach to train
and activate lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and allied youth leaders ages 14-29. 
Youth leaders work with The Theater Offensive to develop comprehensive youth
programming that engages participants deeply in TTO's mission. 

In 2016, True Colors: Out Youth Theater received the National Arts and Humanities Youth
Programs Award from First Lady Michelle Obama.The National Arts and Humanities Youth
Programs Award is the nation’s highest honor for youth arts programs, and True Colors,
which was established in 1994, is the first LGBTQ organization in history to receive this
award. 

True Colors:  
Out Youth Theater



TIPS FOR  
FIRST TIMERS
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Come open!!! Open to learn, open to have fun, open to be inspired & to
inspire...Most of all come as your authentic self...we will welcome you. PYTA
IS family. 
Come with an open heart.
Make connections!! Socialize! It seems scary to force yourself to talk to
strangers, but trust that everyone will be accepting and gracious (because
they will!) and HAVE FUN! :) 
Soak up everything you learn in workshops.
Remember that the folks at the conference do very similar work as you do and
they can be great resources in the future! 
Take any handouts that are given in those sessions and bring them home to
your own community and share the information you’ve learned! 
Find a buddy early on in the conference, even if it's strictly to cover all your
bases and learn about breakouts you miss. You can use the conference
schedule as an ice breaker to meet someone and make time at the end of the
day to get food/coffee and exchange notes. That's an easy "in" to learning
about who gravitates to each other socially and, even if you don't stick with
your buddy the whole time, you'll still be able to say you've met someone new!
Self care:  If you need to skip a workshop to deal with email or go for a walk or
get some sleep or decompress, please do it! 
Measure capacity and communicate your needs as they arise

From seasoned conference alums:

Thank you to Benita, Leelee, Gabby, Deejay, Nikki, and Brian for
sharing these tips!



Conference Space
Agreements
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This is a space where diversity in sexual orientation, gender identity, and gender expression
are welcomed and celebrated. To that end, we are committed to creating a safer and
positive space for the entire LGBTQ community and our allies. 

We want everyone here to meet fabulous people and feel good about connecting with each
other. Please help us maintain a respectful and safer space for each other by adhering to
our space agreements. 

This space is for everyone. Respect each other’s race, skin color,
ethnicity, class, nation of origin, and religion. We are all beautiful! 
Use inclusive language. Instead of “Gay Rights” or “Gay Marriage” try
“Equal Rights” or “Marriage Equality” 
You might never understand someone’s sexuality or gender, and it is
okay not to. 
Sexual harassment and other forms of violence are not okay. 
Don’t yuck (criticize or dismiss) other people’s yum (interests or
desires)! 
This space is safe for all body types. No body shaming, please! 
Respect and call people what they ask you to call them. 
Each of us can decide for ourselves in which bathroom we belong.
Please let everyone pee in peace. 
Our disabilities are ordinary and familiar parts of who we are. 
Respect people’s privacy and boundaries by not asking unnecessarily
intrusive questions. 

Space Agreements

Our Commitment to Safer Spaces



Conference Safety

City of Cambridge Emergency | 911 
In Cambridge, dispatchers are equipped to handle TeleTYpewriter (TTY) and silent  
calls from landlines. 

Boston Emergency Service Team (BEST) | 24-hour psychiatric emergency services 
Crisis: 1-800-981-4357  
Urgent Care Center: 660 Broadway, Somerville, MA 02144 
Website: www.northsuffolk.org/services/emergency-services 

Mt. Auburn Hospital | 330 Mt Auburn St., Cambridge, MA 02138 | 617-492-3500 

Cambridge Fire Department | 491 Broadway, Cambridge MA 02138 | 617-349-4900 
Emergencies: 911 

Conference Contacts  
Jonathan, PYTA Conference Coordinator: 239-940-3796 
Vic, PYTA Manager: 619-436-8350 7

At the PYTA Conference, our hope is that we can celebrate and learn from one another as our
best selves. Sometimes things come up, and we need to step away for a bit to take care of
ourselves! Here are a couple of resources, phone numbers, and tips you may need during the
conference. 

At the OBERON there is one just inside the office doors.  There is also one backstage. 
At Farkas Hall there are three first aid kits available: 
- In the 3rd floor studio 
- In the lower level to the right as you enter the hallway from the stairs 
- On the stage in the theater 

First Aid Kit:

At Farkas Hall, there is a phone available for use on the lower level as cellphone service  
can be unreliable. 

Emergency Phone:

At Farkas Hall, there is an Automated Emergency Defibrillator (AED) located in the lobby. 
Automated Emergency Defibrillator:

Local Emergency Resources:



Accessibility at the
Conference
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ADA compliant 
Doors to workshop rooms are heavy and close unless propped open
Sidewalk to the building (and in the surrounding area) is brick paved
Sidewalk on the other side of the street is out of use due to construction 
Certain areas of the theater do not have step-free access
Audio listening equipment is available in the theater and in workshop rooms
with prior arrangement.
Single-stall ADA compliant bathrooms are located on the lowest level and
second and third floors down the hall from each workshop room. ADA
compliant stalls are located in the bathrooms one floor below the Lobby.
While there may be gendered signage on bathrooms, all bathrooms at the
PYTA conference are gender neutral with ADA compliant stalls.
Lighting: During the day, if the sun is out, the third floor studio has good
natural lighting. Room 203 may require artificial lighting.  

Farkas Hall

No step-free access to the stage and certain sections of the main space
All doors are manual, there is no way to open a door automatically
The building does not include braille signage on doors
All bathrooms in the building are gender neutral  

Oberon

Travel Hosts to Venue (*see glossary on page 10)
Propping open doors to workshop spaces
Quiet/Low lighting space

Support We Can Offer

Building Accessibility



Event program

Schedule 
Special Events Open to the Public 

Maps
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SCHEDULE
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Meet at Hotel to travel to Oberon | Sheraton Commander Hotel 
Sheraton Commander Hotel: 16 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138 
Oberon: 16 Arrow St., Cambridge, MA 02138 
Travel Hosts: Nick Bazo & Bill Barnert 

Conference Registration | Oberon Lobby 

First-time Conference Attendee Orientation | Oberon Workshop Room 
Hear from conference alumni, get some first-timer tips and ask any questions
you might have about the PYTA conference experience. 

PYTA Conference Kick-Off | Oberon Main Room 
Welcome 
Acknowledgement of Native Land Cambridge Occupies: Siobhan Brown 
Conference Welcome: Elijiah "Bam" Harrell 
PYTA Business: Theo Meacham 
OUTburst: Ny Wallace 
Cluster Session #1 

Opening Reception | Oberon Main Room 
Join us for food, drinks and mingling! 

1:45pm 

2:00pm - 4:00pm 

2:30pm - 3:30pm 

4:00pm - 6:00pm 

6:00pm - 7:00pm 

THURSDAY 
July 26,2018

Affinity Groups: Affinity groups are small self-facilitated group discussion spaces, intended for
groups of people linked by a common identity. There will be a chance to choose which group(s)
you want to participate in via the conference NetworkApp. 
Cluster Groups: Clusters are small facilitated discussion groups to give folks a chance to get to
know others, and process the conference experience. 
OUTbursts: Short pop-up performances by local queer artists 
OUT & About: PYTA Dinner Group - Each evening, a local host will accompany folks to dinner
around the city! This is a way to keep folks connected, especially if you’d like to join other
conference goers around the city. 
Relaxation Space: Dedicated space for participants to relax and/or process when desired
throughout the day 
Travel Hosts: There will be 2 travel hosts available at the hotel. One to support folks bussing to
the venue, and one for folks walking/taking the streets. 
Youth Space: Dedicated Space for youth to gather when desired throughout the day. 

Glossary
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FRIDAY 
July 27,2018

Meet at Hotel to travel to Farkas Hall | Sheraton Commander Hotel 
Sheraton Commander Hotel, 16 Garden St., Cambridge, MA 02138 
Farkas Hall: 12 Holyoke St., Cambridge, MA 02138 
Travel Hosts: Evelyn Francis & Ty Ruwe 

Breakfast Available | Farkas Hall Lobby 

Youth Space Available | Dressing Room 1 
Relaxation Space Available | Dressing Room 2 

Welcome, Opening Session | Farkas Hall Theater 
OUTburst: Destiny Polk 
Welcome 
Art Making with Complex Movements  
Complex Movements will engage the conference in a brief conversation
around values and what holds meaning for them. The attendees will then
break into two group to create video and audio collages referencing a
prompt. 

Session Block A | Farkas Hall 
Theater of the Oppressed: Back to the Basics | Room 203, 2nd Floor 
Facilitated by: Raven Stubbs 
In this workshop we will move through several Applied Theatre exercises
and learn some basics of Theatre of the Oppressed. We will focus primarily
on building community in the room with Viewpoints and organizing in the
world by playing around with Newspaper theatre. This session is fully
participatory and each participant will get to learn by actually doing. The
intended purpose of this workshop is for participants to experience art as
activism and learn a new way of mobilizing communities and radicalizing
spaces. Lets play while planning to change the world! 

8:20am 

8:30am - 9:00am 

9:00am - 5:00pm 

9:00am -11:00am 

11:00pm - 12:20pm 

End of conference day  
Dinner on your own or join OUT & About: PYTA Dinner Group
(meet in Oberon  Lobby)  
Dining host: Matt Gelman. Details to be disclosed near this evening. 

7:00pm 
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12:20pm-1:40pm 

1:40pm - 3:00pm 

3:00pm - 3:10pm 

3:10pm - 4:30pm 

Trans Naming Workshop (Part 1 of 2) | Studio, 3rd Floor 
Facilitated by Finn Lefevre  
This workshop delves into the experience of names and naming for trans folx.
Participants will work together through movement, song, poem, drawing, and
performance prompts before crafting their own individual “Naming Ritual”
performance which celebrates their unique relationship to their name.
Participants will incorporate elements of their culture, community, family,
and/or their own creativity into short performances they can share with the
group or in their communities. The performances will have three parts: their
name story (invented/real/both), what they perform/sing/say in order to
embody this name, and how they hope to be supported/affirmed by their
community in return. Come prepared to work through traumatic or dysphoric
name experiences, celebrate your identity, and create solo theatre pieces.
Wear comfy/moveable clothes, bring a notebook and pen/writing device. No
experience necessary. 

Lunch 
Conference Participants are encouraged to join each other for lunch at
restaurants and shops in the area. Use the resources section in your Intro
Packet to plan your lunch adventures. 

Session Block B | Farkas Hall 
The Essentials: Easy Marketing Tips and Strategies To Make Your Queer
Youth Theater Shine (And Save You Time) | Room 203, 2nd Floor 
Facilitated by Matt Gelman & Sarah Vickery - The Theater Offensive 
Real talk: we know you’d rather spend your time creating and implementing
your program and less time worrying about how to market it. We also know
many of you are a team of one, with only so many hours in a day. How can
you do it all? Let us help you check off one of the boxes. Join us for a session
that will review tips and tricks to help make marketing your program more
methodical and intentional, focusing on key essentials right for a queer youth
theater of any size. We’ll also review a set of free tools that can help you
create amazing images with a few clicks of a button. This session is
interactive, so bring your ideas, favorite apps, and mobile devices, and come
ready to try something new!  

Trans Naming Workshop (Part 2 of 2) | Studio, 3rd Floor 
Facilitated by Finn Lefevre  

Break 

Session Block C | Farkas Hall  
Facilitating Social Justice Workshops  | Room 203, 2nd Floor 
Facilitated by Mark Fairman and Out & Allied Youth Theatre  
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Out & Allied Youth Theatre will share the process they use to develop and
deliver theatre-based, social justice workshops. The workshop will include a
description of our process. Do you like theater?  Looking for a different way to
get your message across?  Join Out & Allied Youth Theatre to learn and
experience how to use theatre to create change. You’ll see us perform a
couple short skits. You will create your own skit from a list of scenarios (or
come up with your own idea) and perform your skit to the large group. The
session will include discussion after the skits and a short question and answer. 

Fluid Energy Possession | Studio, 3rd Floor 
Facilitated by Giftson Joseph - The Theater Offensive 
This workshop will provide knowledge and awareness of gender expression
fluidity (i.e. Gender fluid Energy) from a historical perspective, specifically
pertaining to predominantly POC countries/ Continents pre and post
colonization. Participants will explore how different cultures had similar
perspectives that differed from the Eurocentric construct on gender expression
and how social roles, in most instances, were not based upon genders
assigned at birth, but based on natural spiritual energy that an individual
possessed. Workshop will also introduce how energy manifests through sexual
roles and sexuality. The topic of religion will also be explored to give
participants a thorough understanding of how religion was used as a
systematic tool not only to police human sexuality, but to also police gender
identity and to negate the existence of fluidity, which led to the marginalization
 of communities for centuries to come. Relating to the present,  participant will
see how privilege and oppression  plays a role in  gender expression and
identity when pertaining to intimate relationships and society as a whole. By
the end of workshop participants will be able to make the connection of how
the concept of gender changes from century to century. Participant will have a
more nuanced understand about the concept of gender fluidity and how they
can keep this knowledge in mind when it comes to challenging societal norms
and dating norms.  

Affinity Group Session #1 | Farkas Hall 
Small group discussions intended for groups of people linked by a common
identity. 

Day Closing | Farkas Hall Room 203 
OUTburst: Anjimile 

Donor Reception | Grendel’s Den, 89 Winthrop St., Cambridge 
We invite conference attendees to join for mingling and refreshments with the
PYTA founding funder, The Mukti Fund. 

Dinner on own or OUT & About: PYTA Dinner Group (meet in Farkas Hall
Lobby) 
Dining host: Yelli Butler. Details to be disclosed near this evening. 

4:30pm - 5:10pm 

5:10pm - 5:20pm 

5:30pm - 7:00pm 

6:30pm
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Loud & Queer: PYTA Conference Celebration | Oberon Main Room 
Mingle, music, desserts  
Introduction, Special Thanks, & PYTA Awards 
Performances (Billy Dean Thomas, Quisol, & Complex Movements) 
Dance Party w/ DJ Ian Diver 
For more information, go to the Special Events page in this program book. 

Alternative Space | Oberon Workshop Room  
Enjoy the community event in a different way! Just down the hall from the
dance party, this space will be offered all night as a way to stay connected
with folks in a low-key setting. Mingle, chat, float in and out as you please! 

7:30pm - 11:30pm 

7:30pm - 11:30pm 

8:20pm 

8:30am - 9:00am 

9:00am - 5:00pm 

9:00am - 9:50am 

9:50am - 10:30am 

10:40am-12:00pm 

SATURDAY 
July 28,2018

Meet at Hotel to travel to Farkas Hall | Sheraton Commander Hotel 
Travel Hosts: Evelyn Francis & Bill Barnert 

Breakfast Available | Farkas Hall Lobby 

Youth Space Available | Dressing Room 1 
Relaxation Space Available | Dressing Room 2 

Opening Session | Farkas Hall Theater 
OUTburst: Andrine Pierresaint 
Welcome Remarks 
Arts Advocacy: How to get what you want 
with Tracie Konopinski, MASSCreative Program Director 
Ever wondered how to get what you want from your community? Or how to
influence people in power with your story? Join MASSCreative, the
Massachusetts arts advocacy group, to learn advocacy and storytelling skills
and take action to build the youth arts community. 

Affinity Session #2 | Farkas Hall 
Small group discussions intended for groups of people linked by a common
identity. 

Session Block D | Farkas Hall  
18 Games in 80 Minutes | Room 203, 2nd Floor  
Facilitated by Theo Meacham, Blake Glass, Lucas Emerson Elliott, Dylan
Howard, Caroline McEachern-Kilcoyne, Ellie McEachern-Kilcoyne -
Company Q 



Session Block E | Farkas Hall 
The Fundamentals of Building Strong Programs: Logic Models &
Evaluation | Room 203, 2nd Floor 
Facilitated by Evelyn Francis - The Theater Offensive 
This interactive session is for those who are new to program evaluation.
 Participants will broaden their understanding of the language of evaluation,
evaluation processes, development of measurable learning outcomes, and
application of data collection and data reporting methods. Participants will be
provided with resources to develop your own program logic model, evaluation
planning model, and tools for evaluation. Come to this workshop to see how
The Theater Offensive has made data-driven, evidence-based decisions for
continuous improvement of True Colors: OUT Youth Theater since 1994. 

12:00pm-1:20pm 

1:20pm - 2:40pm  
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It's all fun and games until you are sick of every theatre exercise and warm up
activity in your arsenal. Join Company Q to restock your activity toolbox with
18 Games in 80 Minutes. We will cover facilitation and goals and outcomes of
each game/activity, how and when to use each, and how they can contribute
to your overall process. Come prepared to move or just to watch. This is
intended to be a pretty fast paced and fun session. 

Act Out with BlackOUT: Black Queer Truth Telling Through Theater |
Studio, 3rd Floor 
Facilitated by Kaamila Mohamed and Eziah Blake - The Theater Offensive 
As queer people of color, we live within the intersection of racism and white
supremacy and transphobia, biphobia, and homophobia. These forces can
show up in our lives as internalized oppression, shame, trauma, and violence.
Inspired by the energy of the Black Lives Matter movement, a group of Black
queer young people in Boston came together to form BlackOUT. We claim
theater as a powerful tool for marginalized people. Through art, we can
challenge these forces. We can heal through self expression, build bonds as a
community, and speak our truth and brilliance into the world. We invite
individuals who identify as LGBTQ+ POC to join us for an interactive
workshop in which participants will share their truths and create art together. 

Lunch 
Conference Participants are encouraged to join each other for lunch at
restaurants and shops in the area. Use the resources section in your Intro
Packet to plan your lunch adventures. 

Optional Lunch Conversation Topic in Farkas Hall Lobby 
Description: Fundraising Essentials 
Hosted by: Harold Steward - The Theater Offensive 
This fishbowl style conversation will use the collective brain trust of the
participants to share key essential fundraising resources and strategy. During
the conversation, we will engage in a peer to peer discussion on successful
ways to build organizational and individual fundraising capacity.   
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2:40pm - 2:50pm 

2:50pm - 4:10pm 

4:10pm - 4:45pm 

4:45pm - 5:00pm 

5:00pm  

Pride Players: Empowering Youth Voices through Improvisation |  
Studio 3rd Floor 
Facilitated by Brian Guehring - Pride Players at the Omaha Theatre Company 
Pride Players, an award winning Omaha Theater Company teen theater troupe,
is entering its 20th year of creating an annual devised play about being a gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer or straight-allied teen. The final show of
Pride Players is 90% non scripted.  The co-founder of the troupe will lead a
hands on workshop on our creation process.  The session will start with a brief
history of Pride Players and information about our company.  Session
participants will then actively participate in improv games, small group
discussion, improvisational scene creation, and artistic feedback. The session
will also focus on the structures in the troupe  and the creation process to
empower youth leadership and artistic contributions. 

Break 

Session Block E | Farkas Hall 
Coping & Creating: Using Art for Resilience | Room 203, 2nd Floor 
Facilitated by Ny Wallace & Eziah Blake - The Theater Offensive 
In this session participants will discuss personal struggles with mental health,
how they have used art to process it and then will actually use art to process it.
Art forms include but are not limited to: dance, spoken word, music and theater. 

To Witness Bravely: Mindfulness and the Pride Artist At Work |  
Studio, 3rd Floor 
Facilitated by JT Buck - QuTheatr 
Mindfulness practice is all the rage these days. How might the tools of
mindfulness meditation be deployed to support and enhance and young artist's
work? This laboratory is an introduction to the practical tools of a 'mindfulness-
based' approach to performance and art making. Basic meditation instruction
as well as practical exercises drawn from Zen and other traditions will be
explored. Specific exercises will involve simple visual art making, group
vocalization and gentle physical interaction accessible to all. All arts disciplines
are relevant. No mindfulness experience necessary.  

Cluster Session #2 | Farkas Hall 

Day Closing | Farkas Hall Theater 
OUTburst: Yelli Butler 
OUTburst: Eddie Maisonet   

Dinner on own or OUT & About: PYTA Dinner Group (meet in Oberon
Lobby) 
Dining host: Details to be disclosed near this evening. 
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SUNDAY 
July 29,2018

Meet at Hotel to travel to Oberon | Sheraton Commander Hotel 
Travel Hosts: Evelyn Francis & Ty Ruwe 

Breakfast Available | Oberon Main Room 

Open PYTA Member Meeting | Oberon Main Room  
The PYTA Member meeting is open to all conference goers, and might be
helpful for anyone considering joining the Pride Youth Theater Alliance. 
OUTburst: Black Bear Extraordinaire & Kaamila Mohamed 
PYTA Advisory Board Elections 
Fundraising Update 
PYTA Membership Renewal 

Cluster Session #3 | Oberon Main 

Conference Closing Session | Oberon Main 
Constellation Activity

8:30am 

8:45am - 9:15am 

9:15am - 10:15am 

10:00am - 10:45am 

10:45am - 11:15am 

Pre-Event Reception | Oberon Main Room 

True Colors Presents: [love girls] Performance & Talk Back  | Oberon
Main Room 
For more information, go to the Special Events page in this program book. 

6:00pm - 7:00pm 

7:00pm - 9:00pm



Special Events  
Open to the Public
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Loud & Queer: PYTA Conference Celebration  
Friday, July 27, 7:30pm - 11:30pm  

Oberon, 16 Arrow Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
Join us for a night of celebration where we'll be honoring PYTA members. Experience the
musical performances of queer artists Billy Dean Thomas, Quisol and Complex Movements,
and top it off with a dance party!  
Billy Dean Thomas also known as “The Queer B.I.G “ is a musician who challenges the hip
hop game with lyrics that align with #blacklivesmatter, intersectional feminism and highlights
the difficulties of growing up in NYC.  
Quisol is an artist and organizer from Charlotte, NC with an indie rock sound known as
#LatinxFuture. Quisol draws from their diverse roots to put a futuristic spin on Afro Caribbean
beats, Salsa, Bossa Nova, and Soul. Quisol is also behind Queen’s Collective, a DIY art
movement cultivating the Charlotte house show scene.  
Complex Movements is a Detroit-based artist collective composed of graphic designer/fine
artist Wesley Taylor, music producer/filmmaker Waajeed, hip-hop lyricist/organizer
Invincible/ill Weaver, artist/designer/engineer L05 (Carlos Garcia), and creative
producer/cultural strategist Sage Crump. The collective develops interactive performance work
that illuminates connections between complex science and social movements to support the
transformation of communities. 
Alternative Space Available in the Oberon Workshop Room  
Enjoy the community event in a different way! Just down the hall from the dance party, this
space will be offered all night as a way to stay connected with folks in a low-key setting.
Mingle, chat, float in and out as you please! 

The Theater Offensive Presents: [love girls]  
Sat, July 28, 7:00pm-9:00pm 

Oberon, 16 Arrow Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
[love girls] is an original work focusing on the personal experiences of queer women of color
navigating the beauty, joy, and violence that lives at the intersection of their identities. A
journey of self-discovery and reclamation of their voices, [love girls] uses music, movement
and spoken word to captivate audiences in their truths.   

Events are open to the public. Guests who are not registered for the conference, must reserve a ticket.
Tickets are on a sliding scale and can be bought at bit.ly/PYTA2018Tix.

Funded in part by the New England Foundation for the Arts' National Theater Project, with lead funding
from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and support from the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation 
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Oberon Main Room

Farkas Hall Workshop Rooms
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